In the lower part of the VLF band, around 4 k c/s, it appears that the lowest rate of attenuation is obtainable by horizontal pola riz ation in the T E -Ol mode. This offers a s ubstantial advantage relative to vertical pola rization in the usual 1':\11-01 mod e and the s imple TM-OO or TE}\[ mode. Some types of a ntennas a re found to be suitable for the T E-Ol mode, na mel y, a ho ri zo nta l wire a bo ve g round or a vertical loop, eit her one located in a pla ne p erp endicular to the direction of transmission. A theoretical study is s ummari zed, leadin g to t he co nclu sion that t hi s mode offers some uniqu e features a nd is suitable for tran sm ission to distances of the order of 4, 000 km .
Introduction
The practical utilillation of th e VLF band has been limited to vertical pol al'j~~tlion, fmd t he same is true of most theoretical st udies. It now appears that there is a part or the fr equency spectrum which would be best util ized by the use of horizontal polarization.
Practical utilization o[ L h e VLF band (3 to 30 kc/s) has been limited to the upper part (10 to 30 kc/s) where admittedly the most efficient tra.nsmission under th e ionospher e app ears to be obtained by vertical polari:r.ation. . The prospec ts [o r the lower part (3 to 10 kc/s) ha.ve been dimmed by the observation of maximum attenuation of noise (at 3 to 4 k c/s) but it has not b een sufficiently emphasized thaL th is handicap applies only to vertical polari;r.ation .
The apprecia Lion o[ this fact about 4 years ago encouraged the writer to consider the alternative of horizon tal polar ization for utilization or frequencies in the lower part o[ the VLF band (say around 4 k c/s) . The r esulting theoretical studies indica te the util ity of this part of the spectrum is bes t utilized by horizontal polarization.
It is found that a single mode of HP, the TE-01 mode, promises the lowest rate of attenuation of all modes, in a limited range of the spectrum. The principal advantage is the more effective reflection , from the ionosphere. Another advantage is the use o[ a single mode as distinguished from a mixture of the two principal modes of vertical polarization, the usual TM-Ol and the simple TM-OO or TEM. The use of a different mode naturally introduces opportun ities and problems that are challenging. These will be presented and summarir,ed in support o[ th e th esis. The essential characteristics of different types of antennas will be compared. An example (computed for 4 kc/s) indicates th at useful transm ission is possible to d istances of the order o[ 4,000 km .
Theory of Propagation
Prop agaL ion with horizontal polarization under the ionosphere h as some major differences from vertical polarir,ation , in r egard to its beha viol' and limitations. Therefore it is essential to h ave a clear view of these distinctions.
In order to present the subj ect in propel' prespec tive, it will b e necessary to compare the hori-;r.on tally polil,ri~ed mode with its closest compet itors, t he lowest two of the vertically polari;r.ed modes. These different modes are designated as ronows:
Vertical poliLrization, Vertical polari:r.aLion, l-Iorizo n t~tl polarj r,ation, TM -00 or TE~ mode. TM-01 mode. TE-01 mode.
These designation s follow the p a L tern or mode numb ers in a rectangular waveguide. The first d igit (0) denotes uniform field across the width , w hich results I'rom the absence of side walls. The second digit (0 or 1) denotes the number of " half-wave" cycles of field variation in the h eight of the mweguide. There is a recognizable correlation between these designations and the StLme or similar ones in use by other writers. Figure 1 shows the field pattern o[ the subj ect mode, TE-01, characterized by horizontal polarization of the electric field (E) . The upp er and lower boundaries of the waveguide are the ionospher e and the ground (land or water), separated by the effective height (h) . The magnetic field (I-J) h as a vertical component and also has a component in the direction of propagation, which are related to the concept of two component waves with oblique propagation. Each "half-wave" cycle of the field pattern is associated with a half-wavelength in the guide OfAg) .
The principal discussion of the waveg uide behavior will be based on magnetic-dipole (loop) antennas at the sending and receiving ends (8 and R ) . The vertical loop is the one kind of antenna which is . Figure 1 shows how vertical loops in coaxial relatIOn may be used on the ground for sendino ' and receiving (8 and R) . On aircraft at a subst~ntial altitude, the ~orizontal co~ponent of magnetic field decreas~s while t~e vertIcal component increases (respectIvely reachmg zero and maixmum at %h). Therefore a horizontal loop on an aircraft may serve as a receiving antenna (R').
. By comparison w:ith figure 1, the vertically polarIzed modes have dlfferent patterns with only horizontal magnetic 6.eld. The TM-oo or TEM mode has unif?rm vertical electric field terminating on the boundanes. The TM-Ol mode has a vertical comonent of .electric field of maximum value but opposlte polanty at the upper and lower boundaries. Also it has a horizontal component in the direction of propagation, which is not usually utilized.
For this study, the following ionosphere conditions are assumed; they are believed to be typical of the actual range of conditions:
Effective height of ionosphere: Cutoff wavelength of 01 modes: Cutoff frequency:
Ae= 2h = 150 km. je= 2 kc/s. These conditions are based on the concept that the boundaries behave as fairly good conductors.
This concept fails for the TM-01 mode under usual VLF operating conditions (10 to 30 kc/s) . this will be taken into account in drawing conclu~ions.
Under the extreme conditions of low conductivity and hi~h frequency , the upper boundary behaves more lIke a magnetic wall (open-circuit instead of sh~rt-circuit), the phase of reflection being reversed. ThIs concept would lead to a mode designated TM-o?~ and a nomi~al cutoff frequency of 1 kc/s. However, the latter lS not realized because this concept is not applicable near cutoff. ' As mentioned above, the waveguide behavior can be explained in terms of a pair of oblique waves refle.c~ed from the boundaries. Figure 2 shows this familIal" concept as applied to the present subject particularly the TE-01 and TM-01 modes. Th~ sending antenna, with its images in the boundaries forms a pair of waves that are incident on th~ boun?ari~s ?-t an elevation angle (if;) from parallel (grazmg mCIdence). These waves underO"o reflection at the boundaries. At the ionosphere the reflection coefficient (p). is less thaI! unity and this deficiency causes a loss m propagatIOn out to the tI ansmission r~dius (r). Corresponding loss in the ground reflectIOn (not shovyn) is much less and will be ignored. The PTopagatlOn ~os~ may be computed from the reflectI<?n loss multIplIed by the number of reflections.
The Re= 377 = free-sp ace wave resistance across a ~quare area of wave front (ohms). o= skm depth on surface of conductor (meters). In these formulas, the ionospher e is taken to h ave "pure conductivity," fr ee of electricity; h ence they are valid only if the displacement curr ents are much less than the co nduction currents at any fr equency under considcr a tion. It is noted that th e ionospher e has a gradual transition of condu ctivity, rather than the definite boundary her e assumed. This factor will b e discussed further on. Figure 2 shows incidentally the r elations between the radiation p atterns of a ground antenna (8) and its coupling with the waveguide mode . These patterns are cross sections of the familiar " dou ghnut" pattern in various orientations. E ach of these patterns is obtainable by a well-known simple antenna, such as a vertical wire, a raised horizontal wire, or a vertical loop with proper orientation.
The HP pattern is that of a vertical (axial) loop or a raised horizontal (transverse) wire . It shows zero radiation in the direction from S to R. However, it shows substantial (less than maximum ) radiation in the oblique direction of propagation of a componen t wave in t he g uide. Therefor e it gives substantial coupling b etween the antenna aDd th e TE-01 mode of horizontal polftrization.
The elevation angle (f ) of oblique propagation in the waveg uide is defin ed as follows :
in which Ag is the so-called "guide wavelength."
As previoLlsly mentioned , the attenu ation in propagation may be compu ted from the reflection loss, as determin ed by the elevation angle and the conductivity. This concept fails for the TM-OO mode, in which the elevation angle is 7:ero, so it is no t adequate for comparison of the three modes under consider ation . W e r etw'n to the ramiliar viewpoint 01 wav eguide modes, b etween condu ctiv e boundaries giving nearly complete reflection. The resulting attenu ation can be compu ted from simple formul as, to be giveD. The r elative attenuation in the three modes is graphed in figure 3 . The simplest mode (TM-OO) is taken as a reference, because it propagates over the entire frequency range.
The following formulas give the attenuation in each of the three modes for the present configuration, in the limiting case of nearly complete reflection at the walls [Marcuvitz, 1951] , TM -00 (VP )· a =~ 271"0 27rT.
• 0 471" Ac A (4) Here the height (h) is replaced by % wavelength at cutoff (tAc) for the other two modes, although this mode has no cutoff. TE-O 1 (IfP): a"
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In these formul as ex is the attenu ation (n apiers) for the radial disLance (r).
It is noted that t hi s atten uation is only the compon ent ca used b y dissipation in the upper boundary. This is added to the basic atten ua tion caused by radial divergen ce of t he wave from sender to receiver. From the mode viewpoint in the present situ ation , this is a cylindrical wave guided between pamllel plan e conductors.
R eferrin g to figure 3 , the horizontal scale is the wavelength ratio (AlA,) which is inversely proport ional to frequency; this is chosen to present the en t ire range of propagation on a finite scale. Also it shows clearly the limiting conditions far from cutofi'.
The two modes associated with oblique propagation have attenuation increasing toward the cutoff frequency. This may be explained by the increasing number of reflections in covering the distance.
The dissipation is caused b y magnetic field at the upper boundary. Far from cutoff, the HP mode h as the maximum concentration of magnetic field midway between the boundaries, so th e dissipation is much the least of the thref' modes. This is analogous to the familiar TE-Ol mode in circular waveguide. As in that case, the TE-01 mode between parallel planes has the least attenuation of all modes, far (6) from cutoff. The marginal condition is For t lte ionosphere, these relations are complicated by the fact that it may not behave as a "pure conductor," especially as it affects the TM -01 mode. The co nduction curren t may be comparable with the displacernent current. Therefore there is some difficulty in evaluating the apparent conductivity in the simple model here assumed.
In practical conditions, th e CU1'\'es in figure 3 fall short of representing the relati\T e attenuation in the several modes. This happens from the failure of two assumptions: first, that the reflecting boundary is ;~a good conductor; and second, that it has a step transition between the conductor and the wave medium. The former is to be discussed here; the latter at a point further on.
Continuing on the assumption of a step boundary, the relation shown between TM-OO and TE-01 modes is qualitatively valid for the usual conductivity of the ionosphere, at frequencies not too far from cutoff. On the other hand, the curve for the TM-01 mode (exv) fails entirely for reasons associated with the angle of m.inimum reflection (Brewster angle ). Far from cut off (beyond the Brewster angle), at sma'!l angles approaching grazing incidence, the ionosphere beha\res more like a m agnetic wall (open-circuit) than an electric wall (short-circuit) for reasons not to be elaborated here. As a result, the waveguide propagation beha\T es more like the TM-016 mode. The ionosphere becomes a much better reflector, so the attenuation becomes the least of all modes, approaching 7~ the attenuation of the TE-01 mode. The transition to this phenomenon is qualitatively indicated by the dashed line (ex~).
The location of the dashed line in figure 3 is indefinite because the relati \-e attenuation varies with conditions. There is an experimental basis for specifying its intersection with unity, or the attenuation crossover of the TM-01 and TM-OO modes. It h appens that VP measurements of atmospheric noise show a definite minimum at a certain frequency [C .C.I. R. , 1957 ; Jean et al. , 1961; Maxwell et al., 1963] and i t may be inferred that one of these modes is predominant on either side of this frequency. The frequency of minimum noise is centered at 3 to 4 kc/s, presumably nearer the higher value for conditions of lower ionosphere (height near 70 km ). Therefore 4 kc/s is here taken as a typical value of the crossover frequency, and the dashed line in figure 3 is so drawn.
From these considerations, figure 3 shows that the HP mode may have the least attenuation of all modes in the frequency range of about 3 to 5 kc/s. At least it is competitive with the t wo VP modes. This i~ itself is interesting and may not have been stated in earlier publications. However, there are other factors that give it a unique advantage, as will be explained.
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For a stable transmission over a long range from one poir:t to another, ~t is preferable to utilize only on wavegUIde mode. Flgure 3 shows the two modes with vertical polarization, and furthermore shows that they are equal in attenuation at some frequency near 4 kc/s. Diurnal variation of the ionosphere height will cause a variation of several cycles in their relative phase at the receiver. Therefore we have the pos~ibility of slow periodic fading and occasional deep fading , in contrast to stable transmission.
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On the other hand, there is only one mode with horizontal polarization and maximum amplitude. In the range of 3 to 5 kc/s, we may consider the utilization of this TE-01 mode to the exclusion of others. It h as comparable attenuation, perhaps the lowest, and there would be no opportunity for fading . Therefore it may be the most useful mode for this frequency range . This concept is the sub ject of this paper. It will be considered further with reference to the practical problems of utilization.
The evaluation of attenuation in terms of skin depth (0) is based on the concept of a wall of uniform high conductivity with a definite plane b oundary. The gradual boundary of the ionosphere is better approximated by an exponential profile of conductivity, under study by the writer during the past 4 years [Wheeler, 1959 [Wheeler, , 1960 [Wheeler, , 1961 [Wheeler, , 1962 and more intensively by others [Wait and Walters, 1963] . There is a difference in behavior that can be described simply for horizontal polarization but not so simply for vertical polarization. The reasons for this will be given briefly.
In the usual "skin effect," the "hard" boundary of a good conductor acts as the boundary for both E and i li[ fields. It causes appreciable loss associated with the M field but no appreciable loss associated with the E field. On the other hand, the "soft" boundary of the ionosphere may cause its effective level to appear at different heights, lower for the E field than for the M field [Wheeler, 1959 [Wheeler, , 1960 [Wheeler, , 1961 . This contributes a loss also associated with the E field , which is comparable with that of the M field .
In the actual profile of the ionosphere, the lower level of the E-field boundary is usually in a r egion of more gradual variation, so the E -field loss is likely to be the greater of the two components. With vertical polariz ation , both E and ]1,;1 fields are maximum at a conductive boundary, so both are sub ject to the losses of a "soft" boundary. With horizontal polarization , however , the M field is maximum and the E field is minimum at a conductive boundary, so only the l\d-fieldlosses are appreciable. This enables a simple description of the boundary reflection for horizontal polarization [Wait and Walters, 1963] .
In the TE-01 mode, the boundary losses can b e computed by making the following substitution in formula (7). The effective skin depth appears to be (11) in which hi is the "napier height" in the exponential profile, that is, the change of height in which the 
In the usual skin effect, the skin d epth is proportional to the If power of wavelength (ooc~~).
On the other hand, in the exponential profile, the apparent skin dep th is invariant with wavelength. This implies that the r eflection takes place at different levels of conductivity, proportional to wavelength, so the usual variation with wav. :Jlength is compensated.
Referring to figur e 3, if the skin d ep th is constant, t he attenuation in th e reference mode '1'111-00 varies inversely vvith wavelen gth or directly with frequency. Either side of the crossover of the two VP modes, one or the other has decr easing attenuation. This is consis tell t wi t h the concept that the VP noise spec truJll is s ubj ect to m aximum attenuation at th e crossover.
In figure 3 , th e extra E -field loss in. VP is ignor ed. It is expected th at th e relative atte nu a tion of t he HP mode will b e Jound to bc much lcss, perhaps down to % t h e amount indicated by th e curves.
If so, t hi s will yield a grea t adva ntage 1'01' H P OVCl' VP in t he fr equcncy range shown around 4 kc/s. Thc atte nu ation r ate for th c VP modes has b er n revi ewed r ecently [Maxwell et a1. , 1963] and thc r esulting values in th e frcquency ran ge are mu c h gr()ater tlutI1 would b e expected for HP [Wait and W altcrs, 1963] .
H ere we should be r emind ed th a t tb c VLF se nding station has to comp ete wit h a high level of at mospheric noise from ligh t iling. There is anced ror tests or Lh e HP noisc spectrum, si nce only Lh e VP sp ectru m has bee n repo rted. Hori :wn tal lightning strokcs <lre presumably mOre frequent t ha n verti cal , and h ave a h eight advantage over a n HP antenna near t he ground. They ar e not expected to h ave any minimum of sp ec tral density, since tb e crossover phenomenon is avoided in HP. These factors s uggest that HP may be subject to a h andicap in the noise level to b e surmounted by radiation or power from the sending antenna.
It has b een assumed that higher modes have much greater attenuation, and therefore are relatively too weak to be useful or to cause appreciable cancellation, The justification is very simple. We may compare the " 01 " mode with the " ON" mode of higher order (N ) 1) . First we note that the cutoff wavelength is l /N as great, so the angle of elevation (if;) becomes about N times as great; this causes about N times the loss in one reflection. (The reflection loss approaches zero at gral:in g in cidence. ) Second, this means about N times the number of reflections for the same distance. W e conclude that the rate or attenuation in the " ON" mode is about N 2 times as great as that in the " 01 " mode. This comparison applies similarly to the TM and TE modes in the present discussion.
With vertical polarization , Lhe imperfect conductivity of the ground contributes appreciable attenuation , gref1ter f1t higher frequency . This effect is sevcre in case of dry ground, especially mountains or lce cap . On the other hand, with horizontal polari7.ation , this component of attenuation is less in gen eral ; in particular it is less at higher frequency and is negligible in comparison with the ionosphere component.
Fot: any particular .mode in a waveguide, there is a couplmg [f1ctor aSSOCiated with any type of antenna. This coupling may be evaluated as complete (1) or p artial bu t use[ul « 1) Or nominally I:ero (0).
In th ese terms, table 1 gives Lh e rating of various Lypes or antennas with resp ect to the three modes of interes t. ono orn n idircctive a n d t h e other di rective; ca n u se (7) fo r direction find iJlg.
(I) a nd (7) Sending,receiving co mbina tion [or both VP modes t he usual combination; can li se (7) fo r direction findin g. '   Fig ure 4 gives some curves of the variiltion of mode co upling wi th waveleng th or l'requency. As in figure 3 , th ese are r efe1'l'ed lo the TM~OO mode, and t he same hori;t;on tal scale is used. Th ese are based 011 the ve rtical loop an tenn a, being the only type that couples wi th all three modcs .
~'h e following Jorrr!-ulas give th e mode coupling ratIOS on the assum.p tlOn that the antenna is a small horizontal magnetic dipole (ver tical loop) located on or n ear the lower boundary (ground) .
TM -01 (VP)
;-2-
TM-OO (VP) : k v= -V cos if;
TE -01 (HP) . .
;-2 -.
TM -00 (VP) . kn = sm if; -V cos if; =~2 sm if; tan if;
in which k is the mode-coupling voltage or current ratio referred to the 'I'M -00 (TEM) mode. This ratio may be evaluated for a receivino' loop by comparing the values of induced voltag~ fro~ plane waves of two modes, carrying equal values of power. In general, the mode coupling depends on the factors shown in figure 2 , namely, the elevation angle (if;) and the antenna radiation, patt,ern, For VP the vertical loop has a pattern mval'lant with angle, so the coupling (kv) includes only the waveguide effect (in terms of, cos if;)" For H~, tl~e pattern contributes an extra factor (s,m if;)" whlCh lS of particular interest in the prese~t d1scussIOn , , The mode coupling ratios are slmply related w~th the attenuation ratios, as will be seen by companng (6) and (8) with (13) and (14), This results from the fact that they both depend on the magnetic field adjacent to the boundaries, In figure 4 , the mode coupling ratio (kv) between the two VP modes is nearly constant, except near cutoff and is not far from unity, On the other hand, the HP mode couplinO' (kh) varies more than proportional to wavelength, Th~s is because the co~ pIing increases with the elevatIOn angle (if;) , as preV1-ously mentioned with reference to figure 2, In the range of 3 to 5 kc/s, of particular, significance in figure 3 , the coupling of the HP mode lS somewh~t less than that of the VP modes, However, thls slight deficiency is pr,esent on~y, at eu;ch en.d of the circuit, over a long d1stance, 1t 1S easily offset by a slightly lower rate of. ~ttenu~tion, o~ by other advantages such as stablhty agamst fadmg, .
Referring to figure 4, ,the mode couplll~g of ~he loop may be compared w1th that of a stra1ght W1re, A vertical wire couples only with the VP modes; the coupling with TM-01 decreases toward zero at cutoff. A horizontal wire couples with TM-01 and TE-Ol modes not with TM-OO; its coupling with TM-01 or TE-01 has the same variation as kh in figure 4 .
Referring to table 1, there are tabulated the modecoupling ratings of eight types of antennas that may be interestillO' with respect either to omnidirective coverage or to unique properties in o,ne di~'ectio~l,
The table is self-explanatory, so the discusslon w1ll be limited to some relations of particular interest, The vertical wire is the only antenna that couples with only VP, not HP in any direction. ~he horizontal wire or the vertical loop couples w1th both VP and HP ; the loop couples with all three modes. These two types have directive properties that enable the selection of either VP or HP, to the exclusion of the other, in some direction, It is concluded that the single-mode feature of HP can be assured only in a point-to-point circuit, having one or both antennas of type (6) or (8). Each of these couples only HP in one direction,
Antennas
The utilization of any particular mode of propagation requires the selection of types of antennas which are suited for coupling with the mode. In the present discussion, the use of l~orizontal 'pol~ri zation instead of the usual vert1cal polal'lZatlOn requires coupling with the TE-01 mode instead of the usual TM-Ol or TM-OO modes. The introduction to the mode in figure 1 shows the common loop antenna used in different orientations relative to the direction of transmission from sandel' (8) to receiver (R or R'). Figure 5 shows the horizontal wire (a) and the vertical loop (b), which are alternative types ,for utilizing the single-mode feature of HP pr.opagatlOn in a direction perpendicular to the vertlCal plane of the antenna. Each will be described, for the case of a "small" antenna, having effective length (l) and effective height (l') l ess than ?~ wavelength. The simple structures to be show~ are typi?al, of sending antennas of rather large Slze for rad1atlOn of high power. Figure 5 (a) shows a horizontal wire which behaves as a horizontal electric dipole of a certain effective length (1) and effective height (1'). It has a balanced coupling with the circuit, so the effective capacitance (0) is that of the two halves in series. It is tuned to resonance by an inductor (L).
I'
Figure 5(b) shows a vertical loop which b ehaves as a horizontal magnetic dipole of a certain effective area (1 X l' ). Jt has a balanced couplin g with the circuit, so the effective inductance (L) is that of the two halves in series. It is tuned to resonance by a capacitor (0).
In figure 5 (a) or 5(b), the HP mode coupling is determined by the effective area (I X l' ). The top wire may be horizontal (solid lines) or sloping (dashed lines) . The latter offers a particular advantage for the horizontal wire (a) b ecause the current is greater near the center; as a result, the center has to be raised only half as much as the ends are lowered, so the average h eight cftn b e decr eased. In either caso, the slopin g form enables the usc of a single tower.
For omnidirective cove rage , either type can be utilized in a crossed p air h:wing quadrature r elative phase or coupling with the circuit. The sloping form enables the use o[ a sin gle tower for both antennas of the pair.
As in any capftcitive antenna, the use of grounded metal supporting struct ures causes ft reduction o[ effective h eight o[ the hori"ontal wire (a). In an inductive anLenna, such as the loop (b), a thin vertical tower has no appreciable effect; the use of a thick meLal Lower or grounded guy wires may cau se reduction of effective heighL, but less than the effect on a capf1citive anLenna.
As in "small" sending antennas in general, the radiation of high power requires a higher vol Lage on the capacitive type (a) and a higher current on the inductive type (b). This essential differen ce and other practical considerations influence the choice between these two types [Wheeler, 1958a] .
A receiving antenna may be much smaller, for two reasons. First, there is no requirement for handling high power. Second, a rather small size is sufficient to receive atmospheI·jc noise at a level higher than circuit noise. There is more freedom of design in the smaller size.
A small electric dipole has two practical limitations. First, the reactance becomes so high as to impose difficul ties in circuit design, and there is no way of transforming the reactance to a lower value in the antenna. Second, there is no core material available for enabling a further reduction in size while retaining tbe same efficiency.
A small magnetic dipole or loop offers advantages in both of' t hese respects. First, while the reactance o[ one Lurn is low, it may be transformed to a convenient value by usin g a number of turns. Second, a ferrite core enables f1 further reduction in size while retainil1O' the same efficiency. These and other practical considerations lead to the use of a small loop for reception, especially for submarine reception while submersed [Wheeler, ] 958b ].
The radiation resistance of an antenna under the ionosphere is essentially different from that in free space. It is seldom formulated, because there is no prf1ctical differen ce in the usual VLF band (10 to 30 kc/s), such tbat the ionosphere is more than two wavelengths from the antenna.
At lower frequencies, nearer to cutoff in the waveguide between ionosphere and ground, there is a need for restating the radiation resistance. The ionosphere has more effect on the resistance. Furthermore, the power radiated in each mode can be separately identified with a value of radiation resistance. This enables an evaluation of the efficiency of radiation into the mode Lo b e u tilized.
The resi stance representin g radiation into the TE-01 mode, in either of the types shown in figure 5 , is given by the followin~ formula , derived from familiar waveguide princip les,
The var iaLion with frequency beco mes very simple.
There is a minimum value [or the condition,
In the waveguide modes under the ionosphere, its effective h eight is involved directly (h) or indirectly in terms of the resulting cutoff wavelength (Ae) . This cylindrical wave is an essential distinction from Lhe spherical wave in free space, especially in the usual cases where one mode predominates over Lhe others .
The efficiency of radiation inLo this mode is the ratio or R over the total resistance. The latter includes not only the heat losses in the antenna and ground and the rest or Lhe tuned circuit, but also the radiation into any other propagating modes. High efficiency of radiation into one mode requires the exclusion of coupling with any other propagating modes. The antennas of figure 5 couple not only with the TE-OJ mode of HP propagation, but also with one or both of the VP modes (in other directions). Therefore a high efficiency of radiation in the TE-:Ql mode is impossible. In practice, however, the heat losses are usually sufficient to preclude high efficiency, so the extra radiation resistance of other modes is a minor handicap.
. Transmission Efficiency
The transmission circuit from sender to receiver should be evaluated with reference to all significant factors. Some of these are elusive but generally recognized so they need not be elaborated here. A few that are particularly r elevant or unusual will b e describ ed with reference to a computed example. Table 2 ou tlines a set of conditions and various factors resulting therefrom. It is based on a pointto-point transmission circuit relying on horizontal polrni7.ation in the TE-01 mode under the ionosphere. The natural conditions are given values that are typical to the extent of present knowledge based directly or indirectly on experimental evidence. The operating conditions are selected to bring out the capabilities of horizontal polarization. The table is self-explanatory, as a basis for some comments.
The frequency (4 kc/s) is approximately that at which horizontal polarization appears to offer the greatest advantage over vertical polarization. It is double the cu toff frequen cy (2 kc/s) based on the ionosphere height.
The attenuation by radial divergence of a cylindrical wave is given by the power ratio, (17) No attempt is made to refine this ratio in respect to the guide wavelength and any directivity that may be u Lili7.ed.
The least is known about the height interval of transition from dielectric to conductor in the ionosphere serving as the upper boundary of a waveguide. This is expressed in terms of the "napier height" related to the most recent publication of Wait and et al. [1963] . The value assumed (2 km) is said by him to be typical of daytime ionosphere, in a discussion directed to horizontal and vertical polarization at frequencies in the VLF band. The reflection coefficient is computed from his formula, and is related to the effective skin depth as discussed herein . This leads to the attenuation caused by loss in reflection at the ionosphere.
. The diurnal variation or attenuation is even more uncertain. The val ue given is estimated on the basis 01 some experimental evidence for vertical polarization [Maxwell et aI. , 1963] and modified for the expected improvement in stability for horiwntal polariza tion.
The loss in mode coupling at both ends of the circuit is evaluated for the TE-01 mode relative to the TM-OO. It becomes a ml110r factor in this example.
The three kinds of attenuation included in this I outline emphasize the peculiarities of this mode. I It is notable that the major factor is the attenuation caused by incomplete reflection from the ionosphere, even though this is much less for horizontal polarization. These components of attenuation add up to about 100 db for a distance of 4,000 km. This is typical of the grea test distance over which the TE-01 mode may be useful.
An implicit factor in reaching this conclusion is the noise level from lightning. This is an unknown for horizontal polarization, but the receiving an tenna rmponds also to \yaves of vertical polarization an'iving from other directions . The rate of attenuation in both polarizations discriminates against noise sources at great dis tances, so the noiselevrlJarJrom the equator is much lower than usually experienced in the active VLF range of 10 to 30 kc/s.
. Con clusion
It app ears that there is a part of the frequency spectrum that lllay be best utilized in the TE-Ol waveguide mode under the ionosphere, characterized by horizontal polarization. Some of the advantages and other peculiarities of this mode may be summarized as follows .
(1 ) In a frequency range near 4 kc/s, this mode promises the lowest rate of attenuation of all modes under the ionosphere, as in the familiar TE-01 mode in cireular waveguide. In comparison with the closest competitors, the TM-OO and TYI-i01 modes characterized by vertical polarization, it is expected to offer about half the rate of attenuation . Its cutoff frequency is near 2 kc/s, and its advantage appears at somewhat higher frequencies.
(2) The mechanism of reflection at the ionosphere is simpler for horizontal polarization, involving mainly the magnetic field rather than both electric and magnetic fields . It is expected that there will be less variation of attenuation with changing conditions (diurnal cycles, disturbances, etc. ). This advantage is particularly noticeable in the theory and operation of the "soft" boundary prevalent below the ionosphere, as distinguished from the I "hard" boundary previously assumed as a simple model.
(3 ) There are some antenna configurations suited for coupling with th e TE-Ol mode. The coupling is somewhat less than that available for vertical polarization, bu t this small handicap is negligible in comparison with the gain by the lower rate of attenuation.
(4) In a point-to-point transmission circuit, there are simple types of antennas that select HP modes to the exclusion of VP modes. Since the TE-01 mode has much the lowest attenuation of all HP modes, this feature ean be used to assure single-mode propagation. This is the most stable condition in a waveguide because there is no possibility of fading caused by interf8I'ence between two modes. One or both of the antennas should be a horizontal wire above the ground or a vertical loop, in a plane perpendicular to the direction of the transmission path. The former is particuhrly suited for the sending end, the latter for the receiving end.
(5) The loss on reflection from the ground is the least for hor-izont al polarization , be ing much less than the loss on reflection from the ionosphere. Therefore there is no appreciable handic<:),p in transmission over ground of low conducti I'ity, such as mountains or icc cap.
(6) The noise level for HP has not been thoroughly measured and reported. In the subj ect frcquency range, the moderately high attenuation reduces the contribution from noise sources at a long distance. This is p articularly true of VP noise, to whi ch any receiving twtenna is likely to be responsive in sorn e directions.
(7) It happens th at there is no simple ~mte nna, for location just above the ground , which will select HP to the exclusion of VP in all directions. Th erefore we cannot secure omnidircctil'c con'rage in both transmission and reception with the full ad nm tage of HP. This is not lin appreciable JUlIldi cnp at any frequency for which the ITP mode Ju)'s much the lowestmte of atLrnuatioJl. This fn,ctor docs preclude th e usc of lIP for aCClll"ltte direction flnding, because ~), loop antenn,)' would be co nfused by a mixture of BV and VP. Perhaps t his last property could be used i ntentionallv to confuse the direction finding attempts of ~tl1 el ·leln y.
(8) The usc of frequencies Jlcal" 4 kc/s, in contrasL to th e lowest frequencies nmv in usc (14-20 kc/s), would reduce Lll e attenuation :raLe in sec), wl),ter to about one-half. This is an ob\'ious adl"lwt,)'ge in communicatio n to 11 subm erge d submarine, but ~nu st be weighed in the con text of Lhe oLhel" sig niflcant factors.
A co mputed example indicates that LIte subj ect mode should be useful for co mmunication Ol"er a distance of the order of 4,000 kill.
It is submitted tlmt this mode offers the most effecti I'e utilizfttion of a certain part of the frequency spectrum, in transmi ssion under the ionosphere. Therefore further theoretical and experimontal studies arc recommended.
The present understanding of mode propagation under the ionosphere is attributed to J. R. Wait, and has beJe n relied on as the background for this presentation. It is an application of the waveguide principles that are familiar in the field of microwaves, as most intensiyely developed at the M.LT. Radiation Laboratory during World War II .
To the National Bureau of Standards, and particularly to the Staff at Boulder, Colo., we are all most deeply indebted for their studies of radio noise . Here we lUtl-e relied on the more specialized tests of the noise spectrum, reported by A. D. Watt, E. L. Maxwell, A. G. Jean, and their associates.
